The OCLC Policies Directory is located at [https://illpolicies.oclc.org](https://illpolicies.oclc.org). There is also a link to the Policies Directory from WorldShare Interlibrary Loan and Tipasa.

The Policies Directory provides two main functions to enhance your workflow. First, it provides a way to search resource sharing libraries by OCLC institution symbol or name and group symbol or name. Note: The Policies Directory contains only groups profiled by OCLC.

The second function of the Policies Directory is to enable you to enter and display information about:

- Your lending, copying and deflection policies
- Your resource sharing supplier status
- Your library collections
- Your library schedules
- Contacts at your library

Watch a video

Establishing Policies in OCLC Policies Directory- Part 1 (7:30)

Watch a video